Abstract
Introduction
The Page test designed for the detection of a 
Feedback mechanism of the Page test
The Page Test was designed to detect a change in the distribution of a sequence of data. It may be viewed as consecutive Wald sequential probability ratio tests with the test statistic written as
where g( y ) is the detector nonlinearity. The Page test requires that the expected value of the detector nonlinearity be negative under the null or before change hypothesis (H0) and positive under the alternative or after change hypothesis (H1) :
. Before change the test statistic n W equals to zero with greater probability and is hard to accumulate to cross the threshold. During the change lasting time the test statistic n W is positive with greater probability and is easy to accumulate to cross the threshold.
Flow and feedback diagram of processing of array data is depicted in Fig.1 . Automatic detectors are implemented after the matched filter squared output U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright has been normalized [3] by estimates of the reverberation and background noise power.
The left steps in Fig for the Page test searching for 
which the detector nonlinearity must meet as mentioned before. According to the choosing principle . The comparison between the double-threshold Page test result and the one-threshold result is depicted in Fig.4 .
The results of starting time of two methods are consistent. In the output series of advanced algorithm, we can distinguish clearly strengths of transient changes with different lasting time and mean. However the former algorithm outputs of different changes are limited to the same value and it is unable to distinguish different changes. So in practical sonar signal processing, the advanced algorithm can suppress those false alarm interferences including those with short duration in underwater acoustic channels or sonar circuits. 
